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Bonus OK01  -  Bowling Ball Yard Art -  100 Points  
 
In the late 1980s Dennis Barbee and his wife bought a small home on the outskirts of 
Nowata, Oklahoma.  Dennis had a small collection of bowling balls and his wife tended her 
flower garden.  People kept bring Dennis bowling balls to add to his collection and his wife 
finally told him to "do something with the darn things."  Dennis created a bowling ball fence 
and just couldn't find a place to stop.  There are now more than 30 pieces of bowling ball art 
in the yard.  Mrs. Barbee died in 1987 but Dennis continues to create more art. 

 

 

• This type of rally is often described as "a scavenger hunt" type of rally.  It is designed to be lots of fun and very low stress. 

• There will be a large group of bonus locations such as the example above (NOTE: This location will NOT be a bonus on the 2018 FourPlay Rally) each of 

which will have a point value assigned.  Your task is to choose which bonus locations you will visit and photograph.  You may make your choices to try to 

amass the highest number of points, to score the highest number of points per mile, to spend the day on the most entertaining roads, or simply to ride to 

places that sound the most interesting. 

• Bonus locations will be located in the four-state area (OK, AR, MO, KS) and have been chosen as being interesting, unusual and worthy of a visit or just 

located on one of my favorite roads. 

• Three weeks before the rally each registered entrant will receive the rally book (containing the entire list of bonus locations presented in the format shown 

in the example above) and a BaseCamp file with all bonus locations marked.   

• The rally will begin Saturday morning and conclude Saturday evening with a no-host dinner and awards ceremony. 

• The rally format and procedures are quite simple: 

o view the waypoints in Base Camp and create a route which will accomplish your objective (highest point total, highest points per mile, most fun 

per mile, etc.) within the time and mileage restrictions. 

o Ride to the bonus location, take a photograph which matches the bonus's photograph in the rally book, and return to the host hotel after collecting 

all the bonuses in your plan. 

o Check in, be scored and spend the rest of the evening dining, drinking, visiting with friends or gambling in the casino. 

• There is no charge for the rally.  Your expenses will be limited to hotel room, gas, and food & drink.   

 

COME HAVE FUN WITH US IN THE OZARKS! 
graggmike1@gmail.com             (817) 597-7104 


